Pascal Conference Tables
Pascal Mourgue
PASCAL CONFERENCE TABLES Pascal Mourgue strikes a balance between art and function with his eponymous table collection. A sophisticated alternative to the traditional conference table, this distinctive and versatile series provides generous space for individual work or small meetings. Tops can be linked together and legs rearranged to form tables of varying lengths, making Pascal ideal for a wide range of applications — from open-plan landscapes to executive offices, dining areas to conference rooms. The table is available in several shapes and a broad array of finishes.

PASCAL MOURGUE Lauded for his modern yet timeless style, Pascal Mourgue’s product designs for both home and office illustrate his belief that utility and fine art are not mutually exclusive. A consummate artist, Mourgue’s designs extend well beyond the realm of furniture to include sailboats; crystal, glass and ceramic objects; showrooms and houses.